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We analyze the effects of insider trading on insiders’ effort decisions and on the value of firms. 
We consider a situation in which the bina! outpul of a firm anu the productivity uf managerial 
effort will depend on whether the firm is in a good or a bad state. When the state is not 
verifiable. the managerial contract cannot be made expiici:!y contingent on It: consequently. a 
contract that does not allow for insider $7ading would lead to the insid$rs’ facing the same 
incentive scheme in good and bad ?imes. elnder a contract tha: allows for insider trading. 
however, insiders will buy shares on receiving (ahead of the market) good news and w-i!! se!! 
shares on receiving bad news; consequentiy. ihey wrli end up faang dilferent incerxive scheme in 
good and bad times, Whether this effect is desirable depends on how the marginal productivity 
of managerial effort in good times compares with that in bad times. In particular, we show thai 
~~~~y4~~~ ;R&l -7 :ra&ng EEL imrxove managers’ ekri decisions and consequen!!! may increase - ..a iii.ziYb. 
.c.>rzz%ratf l &‘e anli bnrfir LAA-tPr- _.3_ __ _._._. -i.= ;-,.;.--.‘. 

1. Hrinroduction 

The legal ruL qf the United States, as well as those of other advanced 
market economies. substantially limit, but do not prohibit, trading by 
corporate insiders. There is a Iutng and intensive public debate 011 wEreiher 
insider trading is harmful and should be constraine or eliminate 

altogether. 
In evaluating the desirability of insider trading. cane ~rn~oFta~t issue to 

consider concerns the effects of such trading on insiders’ ex ante management 
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decisions. Does the possibility of trading lead insiders to make management 
decisions that are closer to, or further away from, the value-maximizing 
decisions?’ 

This paper analyzes the effect of insider trading on managerial effort.2 In 
particular, we focus on how trading by insiders on good and bad news may 
change the incentives they face to exert efTort. We show that allowing insider 
trading may result in improved effort levels and may thus raise ex ante 
corporate value and benefit shareholders. 

To obtain a sense of the issues to be analyzed, consider the following 
simple situation concerning a firm run by managers. Suppose that the firm’s 
output and the productivity of the manager’s’ eflort depend on whether the 
firm will be in a ‘good’ or ‘bad’ state. Suppose also that the state is net 
known when the managers’ incentive scheme is designed, and that the state is 
not subsequently verifiable so that the managerial contract cannot be made 
contingent on ic. To take a concrete example, suppose that the chosen 
managerial contract provides the managers with 10% of the firm’s shares. 
Accordingly, in the absence of insider trading, the managers wii’l make their 
effort decision - in both the good and !+e bad states - in light of their 107; 
holding. 

Now suppose that insider trading is allowed and that managers learn 
ahead of the market, and prior to the time that the effort decision must be 
made, whether the state is good or bad. And, suppose again that the 

‘Most of ths substantia! work rhat economists have done on insider trading Ir! XXX;‘, ~SZS 
iras ‘kli Jcwieri iv rrw&iiing the eEccrs 01 Insider trading on the trading process itself; these 
works have studied how the possession of inside information enables insiders to make profits, 
how it gets incorpoiaied eventuaiiy into the market price, and whether it improves the accuracy 
of this price. See for example Glosten and Milgrom (1985), Kyle (1985). Laffont and Maskin 
! WQ, and Mirman and Samuelson (198% Three recent papers, Ausubel(1990), Manove (1989) 
and Fishman and Hagerty 4 iW), have analyzed certain .. importSit ex ante efiecrs oi insider 
trnr+o {on inves:mrrg; i zr--- . - . =- -- “e &=&_=~!Q”s gp.tg !p.!y?“““? L m!.cc%IVL. ~*p;&S.-.G: ‘silt t&.. haye .&is0 .&&&& l”Y*.*v’s,r 
from the agency problems on which our project focuses. There are several exceptions. however. 
in which agency issues are analyzed (though not the issue on which our paper focuses), Dye 
I13841 considers whether shareholders can draw useful information from the managers’ trade 
assuming that these trades are observable. Giammarino et al. 11992) examine a model in which 
managers who make corporate decisions are allowed to trade and thus have incentives to 
misiead the market through corporate announcements. The paper demonstrates that in some 
cases managers acl opportunistically manipulating corporate actions. Eagnoli and Khanna 
t 19911 develop the intuition that anonymous managerial insider trading eliminates the inccntfves 
to a truthful revelation of information. 

Wile economisls have thus fit: cot devoted much attention to the effects of insider trading on 
agency problems. the legal literature includes many informal discussions of this subject. See, for 
example, Manne ( I%), Cdton anG Fischel(l983), Easterbrook ( 1981, 1985) and Haddock and 
Macey (1987). But even this literature does not analyze the particular aspect of the agency 
problem on which this paper focuses, namely, the efTect of insider trading o;; rhc a!!~a:ion d 
insiders’ ef-fort in good and bad times. 

‘In other works ~~~~~~~ and Fersbtman (1991a. b)] we analyze the effect of insider trading 
on managers’ project choice and on managers’ reaction to opportunities to waste corporate 
value. 



managers’ contract orovides them with IO”, of s 

example is of course simplistic, as the rn~~a~e~’ 
different if insider trading is allowed, a point that u\ii 
in our mode!,). Given that insider trad 
managers will buy an extra 51, of the firm’s 
sell 5% of the shares in the bad state. Ac 
managers’ effort decision level will 
the shares, whereas in the bad state t 

of their holding only 5:, of the shares. Thus. the tra 
them to change the initial incentive 
incentives in the good or bad states. 
effect is desirable or not; as will be s 
how the marginal productivity of insider effort in t 

with the marginal productivity of insider effort in the 
The model of this paper analy 

We examine how insider trading a 
analysis, we consider how insider trading, throu 
allocation of effort. affects the firm’ 
value. The ;?lain result of the mode 
concerned, allowing insider trading as part of the managerial co 
scheme may raise ex . ' 

conchCon suggests t 

trading altogether but to allow each firm to decide whether t! a~i~~~ 16% 
manager to engage irr such Geiiavisr. 

2. Framework of analysis 

The sequence of events in the model is as follows. In peri 6s 
formed nnd tiw *_gnaggr$f csntraci is s-dy_eifi&. in ~&~~~j I_ t& rn~rqot~:~f _ _-I- ____ _.__ ‘rr.dr‘u. +_G’L I 
get information about- the state of the GorId. Tradiag in the fi 
takes place, and the managers participate in it if their contract a 
to do so. In period 2, the managers invest effort in the firm’s 
period 3, the final period. the project’s results are reali 
concerning each of the elements of the model are descri 

Yt%~i;d 0. The company is formed and a contract is 
managers and th; shareholders. The contract pro 
fixed salary D and with a fraction a of the firm’s 
fraction of the shares implies that the rna~ag~~~~ salary sc 
the firm’s output and final value.3 The contract afso s 

We limit 0 ur attention to linear schemes for the sake of lr 
elkcts of insider trading. For a similar assumption in a si 
Tirole (1990). For an analysis of the condjtions under 5% 

olmstram arid Milgrom : i987). 
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insider trading is allowed. We ref-. pr to contracts that allow insider trading as 
IT contracts and denote a given IT contract as (D, zt, I). Simi!arly, we refer to - .- 
contracts that prohibit insider trading as N 1 contracts and denote any given 
NT contract as (D,r, N). The initial value of the firm is denoted by V, and 
will be endogenously determined, depending on the manager’s contract. 

The jirm’s producric:: jiincfion. The firm’s expe cted f;na! output, denoted by 
I+‘, is a function of both managerial effort e and the state of the wor’ld 8, 
W(r,ti). -We make the standard assumption that output is increasing and 
concave in effort: W,>O, W,,<O. We assume for simplicity that there are two 
states of the world @, and 02? each occurring with probability 0.5, and we 
denote kV(c, 8,)_ W(P). We let 0, be the ‘good’ state and Ua, the ‘bad’ state, 
and such that IV,(e) > IVr(e) for any e. We further assume that 41 is not 

,,,,+...:-I verifiab!e, so that the rnatr~e;&~ku contract cannot be made conkgent on it. 
The aciuai finai output is VV(e,H) +s, -where E is a noise terat satisfying 
E(E) = 0. 

Although we use the genera6 production function wi(e,) for part of our 
analysis, it will at times be useful to consider a specific functional form. Thus, 
throughout the paper we will make use of the following logarithmic 
production function: 

W,(el)=A, me,. 

_Perid ! : T?Y2di!?g. At the beginnIng of this period, the managers (but not 
_z__^_: :__._- .‘: -r-,.Gl_- . :Bs!?G!P,N ?cy:f, “. I I~UIII~ iii iiie hi’s shares takes piace. informed managers 
participate in the tedin __-_.._g if the manageriaI contract permits it. Initial 
sharehoiders might also participate in the trading as liquidity motivated 
sellers if they cannot defer realizing the value of their shares until the tka! 
period. It is assumed that ex ante ai? the initial shareholders face the same 
probability of having to hquidatc their holdings during the trading period. 
For an iT contract we will denote by rrrr the manager’s expected insider 
trading profits. 

There is no need to model the trading process itself in this paper as the 
process has been extensively analyzed in the literature [see, far example, Kyle 
(ISSS! and Glosten and Milgrom [?!M)]. Clearly, if there is no possibility to 
make ksider trade profits, then the IT and NT contracts ate cqui:l&ta: and 
there is no reason to prohibit insider arading. terature has 
shown the insi ers can make expected profits t not all, of 

tw~efl the yore-trading i~aYue, V0 and the expected final va9ue given 



the managers’ private information, 1,;. We capture ihesc essential fe3tures of 
the trading process by assuming that when 8=8, the insiders can purchase a 
fraction ,8 of the firm’s shares before t&r information is fuiiy reflected in tne 
price, and that when 6)=t11 the insiders can sell a fraction 3 of the firm’s 
shares before their information is fully reflected in the price.4 Because the 
market price will change gradually as the managers trade, the managers’ 
trading profits of ltlT wiii be smaller than /Ii V,-- VO(. Of course, the insider 
trading profits, IC;~, al! come at the expense of the liquidity sellers, as the 
market maker is assumed to make zero expected profits. 

Period 2. The managers choose the level of effort e. We will dnote by pi 
their choice when ij= ii; and i = 1,s. 

Period 3. in this period, the Sinai ouipur i-V IS reaiized, and the managers’ 
Sa!cry is paid The final value of the shares is thus o/r= FY- D. The curtair! 
now goes down. 

The managerial labor market cons?raint. Managers are assumed to be risk 
neutral, with a utility function that is separable and linear in payo% and 
effort: V( Y, e) = Y-e. Tk- UC managers have alternative employment that yields 
utility bevet c* Thus, the manapeis’ pZitiCip2tiGfi ZXlStiZiiit iS EC(Y,e?)~C. 

We further assume that managers have !imited initial wealth; this requires 
DzDp), for some D, 50. That is, we allow for compensation schemes that 
require managers to pay some fixed amount, hut we assume that managers 
have limited resources So they c3s~i~~-,~ -p%y rjl#~brc r2ilzf: 2 ..:;;c;-. ;.~~.~~.~* _ &. .Y.. UlblUU,‘, ( - 3,). 

The Jirs,t-best. Our main intereSt in this paper is how the possibi2it\: i;f _ 

insider trading atTects ex ante ShareROldei value. F’rGm ihe perspective of Ibe 
initial shareho!derS (or the entrepreneur who sets up the company and seiis 
the shares to the initial-shareholders) it jL; desirable to maxfmizc 

This ex ante value of E, is equal to the firm’s expected output minus 
managers’ totai expected compensation. hhding any insider tradirtg profits.‘- 

Clearly the first-best value is the value that would be obtaiaed if 
couid be induced, with a compensation package worth e, to choose (el,e2) 
satisfying Wi(ei)= 1. Not surprisingly neither NT contracts nor IT contracts 



can produce this first-best value. The interesting question, however, is which 

type of contract does better. 

3. kavior aad value under NT and 

4.1. NT rcnfracts 

Let us first examine a given NT contract (&a, N). One managers observe 
the state of the world 8i, they will choose ei to maximize their expected 
utility 

EU(Y,e)=D+2q(ei)-ee,. (U 

Let $(a) be defined as the optima! effort leveis in state Oi. Maximizing i 1) 

yields the following incentive compatibility con&tion: 

C!ear!y, as !ong as 2 i I, O ,_a CF~pe~~~kkrs cannot acirieve the first-best outcome. 
Now. given the managers’ choice of effort, the expected final output, denoted 
by w(D, TX, N). is 

As insider trading is not allowed untscr NT contracts, the firm’s itiitia! 
value under the given NT contract Vg is equal to the expected fina! value of 
the shares. Specifically: 

Let us now examice managers’ effort decisions under a 
contract When the mana rs will ob~rv~ the 
purchase a fraction -tir model this 

1 is observed, 



By similar artalysis for the bad state 0,. in w gers se , 
3 IF9C’eKm j:l 

of the firm’s shares; we conclucte that 41 satisfies 

(r-/?)W;(e\)= 1. 43 

Given (e’,, e\), the final values of the firm are v’~E I= !Y~(c”, 
Vf = W2(e\) - D, respectively. Consequently. the initial vai 
insider trading is allowed, denoted by Vg, is the ex 
the expected insider trading profits: 

4. CcXqxrEng IT aid NT contracts with the same saiary scheme 

Let us no-* compare behavior and value under an IT contract (D, X, I) and 
an NT contract (D,a,N), i.e., two contracts that offer the sa se salary scheme 
and differ only in whether insider trading is aliowed. Thus the sceyario we 

-. consider in this section is one in which there is a specific NT contract and 
insider trading is then allowed without any adjustment in the salary*-scheme. 

Comparing (2) with (6) and (7) and using the concavity of the production 
function K(e), i== i, 2. yields the following: 

That is, if insider trading is allowed without any change in managers’ 
&any schemes, managers wiii increase their eflort in the good state, thus 
further increasing output in Se $r;rsd state, and will decrease their efiort in 
the bad state, thus further decreasing output in the bad state. The overall 
-EL-+ nf inciriw trm-iino na ~~rqc$ed ~~~tp~~t ther&re &pgndc on which effect CllrLlC V. . ..“.W_. “_“l___e ___ “‘r 

is dominant and as will be shown below, may be either positive or negative. 
We now examine this effect in the case of our logarithmic production 
function W, (e, ; - 4, In@,; &V2(e2)==d2 ine2+B. 
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Similarlly, (6) and (7) imply that the effort levels under the BT contract are 

Substituting the effort levels in (9) and (10) into the production functions and 
simplifying shows that the NT contract yields a higher expected output if 
and only if 

When 1. +, = A,, the concavity of the In function imphes that (i i) imoids. As 
iu(z+~)~lncx>in(z-@), s:sndatd analysis of (11) shows that when 
AZ/(,4 L + AZ) is cbst: enough to i, the inequality in (11) is reversed, so that 
the I contract yields a higher expected output. Using standard continuity 
arguments, there is Q E(O. 1) such that the IT contract yields a higher 

ted orttp~t it? AZ, ‘( A /It -I- A,) > 4. Letting k(a, 8) = it/( 1 -pi) concludes the 
proof. IJ 

We now turn to examine the effect of insider trading on corporate vahre. 
The shareholders wish to maximize EO -( 1 -z) V’& Thus, in examining 
whether IV not the contract (D, 2, N) is preferred by the shareholders to the 
comtract (D, 2. I). we compare V! and Vb. Our first observation is that if 

. x. N) 2 a;Q/( D, z. I). then the NT contract is superior: 

rrpc _. WV, the IT Contraci yieids a higher initiai vaiue than the NT contract 
only if F?(iG-, CZ, ii -2 ‘%i,C. 2, N) and the difference more than otTsets the trading 
losses borne by shareholders under the IT contraLt - that k !%(O,ol, ij - .?-.. - 
W(U.r.?%>n,,. Note that since n,rsBi t;- VOj, a surkient condition for VO 
to be higher under the iT contract than under the NT contract is that the 
difference in under the two contracts exceeds /J 

(14) 

For any specific functional form of the production function, one can 
calcurate the rn~~ag~r~a~ e&u-t and insi er trading profits under the IT and 

contracts in order fo AF1P+F&e *=.&:-a- ____* nnr*s;-_ E I’:._:: *,*Q’?I:p i;; < _~lC21S>.S =.--*-mc* ..:,*A, a LC5Eil& Gnknr initial 

e ction functio 



.A 1 20 40 60 x0 i(w) 120 150 2ml 
I .N 
’ 0 13.x 27.7 46.8 69.3 94.3 121.3 165 244.1 

0 I;’ 0 7.0 23.9 45.9 71.2 99.1 128.8 L76.5 262.3 

Consider now the fohowing numerical simulation where SI = 0.05; D =O; 
fl=O.03 and A, =40; table I specifies initial values as a function of A2. 
calculate Vk under the assumption that the insiders’ expected trading profits 
are /?I V,- Vol. 

As demonstrated by table I, when .4 i =40 onA d ;r hpf\l-q 80 and 200. U.*” “1 10 “IIL.VCtiI 
then Vb> FE. -We can thus conclude the following: 

Cmrihian ?. Starting with a given NT contract (D,z,N), if insider trading 
is then allowed without any change in the managerial salary scheme., *‘- - :‘- 1lKIi 111G 

firms’ and shareholders’ ex ante value may increase. 

This result may be viewed as surprising since idiowing insider trading 

without any ad,justment of the managers’ salary increases the overall 
managerial compensation. Allowing insider trading, Itowever, may increase 
the firms’ expected output by more titan is necessary to offset the increase in 
managerial compensation. In such a case, allowing insider trading increases 
both managerial compensation and the value of the firm. 

The previous section has analyzed the consequences of allowing insider 
trading while retaining the same salary scheme (&or). But when the 
sh>*G? L,1.-l,,, -.I.-..-.. 1. _i?t!!‘JS? J Ci:‘c’G3t lL l -, alhv insider trading, they can simultaneously make 
adjustments in the manageria! salary scheme to reflect managers’ ability to 
extract additionai compensation via insider trading. En this section we 
determine the ?!T and !T contracts that maximize the shareholders ex ante 
value E0 and we compare the performance of the optima! NT contract with 
that of the optimal ET contract. 

in selecting the best NT contract, the sharehoiders solve the following 
problem: 

max{E,N=(! -IxjI/i=(l -oL)[W(D,FY;~~)- 
D.a 

(15) 

s.t. (2) and 
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where f?(D,a,N) is the expected level given a contract (D,rx,i$ 
We iet (DN,aH,Sj deraoie the optimal NT contract. Since 3t!Y$$i?D 50 ( <O 

for a< I), the shareholders wiii reduce D to the lowest ievei possible given 
time participatiocl constraint [ 15). Thus D = c - 01 a/t + C(D, a9 Nj, which implies 
that 

(1 -a)Vt= w(D3, a, N) - c - 2( B, CY, N). (17) 

Thus, maximizing Ei involves providing the standard ‘sell-out’ scheme in 
which the firm is sold to the managers, i.e., a = 1. In our case, however, such 
a scheme implies D = -= m, whereas the managers are assumed to have 
limited weaith, with D, being the iower bound for the fixed payment D. The 
above discussion imp!&, however, that D,= DO, as the shareholders are 
better OK compensating managers by increasing Q, which induces higher 
levels of effort, than by increasing D, which does not affect managerial effort. 
we assume that it is no! desirable to give qanagers more tha:: the 
competitive salairy? Thus, aN is that value of a which makes the participa- 
tion constraint binding given II==&: 

rNa C=-D&?I.G~,CtN9N3 

=&(j-&qJ+_& . 

Let us now turn to the optimal choice of an IT contract. 
c cVIti+ tf;c s*har&o,iJe:rs Soi% ih2 IVILVI*III~ PL ~u&iZ: +L., c,ll*...:,, ,“,Ll 

Kl3X&=iI -cx)Vh=(f -a)[!P(D,a,I)-D-~I,] 
ii.2 

In making this 

s.t. trre incentive compatibility conditions (6) and (7). 
. 

and 

We let, (D,,al,Ij denote the optimal IT contract. As in the 
there is no lo-wer bound on D, the optimal scheme is w&en 
close toj 3 and D is infinitelY negarive, But since we have assumed that (due 
to managers’ limited weaithj D must excceu UO A n _=$, the first&% scheme is 
not feasible. As before, we assume that the optimal scheme is one in which 
the managers’ participation constraint is binding, i.e. D + nVO + qT - 
@(D, 2, I) = C.6 Thus the initial value is 

CW 



As ‘before, the shareholders are -better 
increasing a rather than by increasing D, 
scheme is characterized by D, = D, and 

Proposition 3. Under the optimal MT scheme (DN, ) th4 P;!rr!?i.f~o?.? 

initially get a higher share qf the firm than under the o~ti~~~~ i T whpmp 

(0,. cxi, I), i.e., zN > 3;. 

,Gfy&’ J. The proof is by contradiction. If a,lrF4, then the managers with th 
IT contract could guarantee themselves comipensation beyond C. k-or 
example, by choosing the effort level. that is chosen und the NT contract, 
ihey wouid enjoy both a larger share of the same output us insider trading 
profits. q 

Let us now compare the firms’ initial value V, and the shareholders’ iniriai 

(22j 

(23) 

and 
are 

e-2 ;I?!= 

NT contracts with the same compensation scheme, it is possible to have a 
case in which (&,, o[N, I) yields a higher initial value than (D,,@,ti). Now 
note that since aN> CI] (by Proposition 3), the con?ract (&,Q, ;i does not 
violate the participation constraint and is thus feasible. But since (Do, q, ;) is 
the optimal IT contract, it yields a higher initki vaiue than (Do, rN, I). Thus, 
in such a case Vb > V,“. Now note that sir?ce aN 9 al. Vb > P’r implies 

We can thus conclude the following: 

C~~clr~ion 2. The optimal IT contract may be SLQN=~LX to the optimal NT 
contract. 
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